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I Dark Dream

14’57

II What Just Happened?

1’18

III Dance of Air and Wire, for Earth

5’20

IV Tree of Life

4’06

Norwegian Radio Orchestra • Karen Kamensek conductor

7 Re-greening

8’37

Tansy Davies © Rikard Osterlund

National Youth Orchestra of Great Britain (performed without conductor)

Total timing

68’26
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Introduction by Andrew Mellor
After serving an apprenticeship in her junior school’s recorder consort, Tansy Davies
moved to a comprehensive school where she faced the first major creative decision of
her life. Her music teacher handed her a horn while her parents bought her an electric
guitar. Davies refused to acknowledge this crossroads as a crossroads. She blew her
horn in the school’s orchestra and formed a band in which she played guitar and drums.
Top-down lyricism on weekdays, bottom-up funk at weekends. Her own music has
examined, juxtaposed, unified and reconciled those apparently contrasting poles
ever since.
Davies was born in Bristol. She studied music at Colchester Institute and worked as
a freelance horn player in the West End of London before postgraduate studies in
composition at the Guildhall School with Simon Bainbridge, and Royal Holloway with
Simon Holt. Her status as a must-hear composer was confirmed with Neon (2004), an
ensemble piece as lucid and cool as its title, that crackles with energy, spray-canning
luminous colours onto dirty brick walls. Post-millennium British cities were regenerating
fast and Davies seemed like the urban composer ‘par excellence’.
Much of her work from the noughties is similarly slick – underpinned by a trademark
twisted funk and coloured by fizzing, genre-defying instrumentation, happy to face
electronic and acoustic elements off against each other. All the while, pieces like
Tilting (2005) and kingpin (2007) revealed Davies’s fascination with sophisticated
mechanical structures and their efficient musical engineering – the constituent parts of
the orchestral machine thrusting, pumping and cranking to deliver unstoppable forward
motion. ‘I might have two, three or four different sized musical cogs turning at any
moment,’ Davies has said.
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Even then, Davies’s musical mechanics were receptive to natural impulses.
Streamlines (2006) was literally shaped by natural growth patterns in plants – the
structural function of their nodes borrowed in order to plot sudden, streamlined spurts
of musical activity that spiral towards natural end points. Davies felt the allure of nature
in every sense: its liberties, timelessness and restorative qualities, yes, but also its
ultra-efficient designs.
In the 2010s, her works started to sound less and less urban just from their titles:
Greenhouses (2011), Delphic Bee (2012), Hawk (2018), Plumes (2019). 2017 saw the
first performance of her quadruple horn concerto Forest, dedicated to another former
horn-playing composer, Esa-Pekka Salonen. At the time, Davies described the piece’s
fundamental imperative as ‘finding a way of listening to the world around us – to a forest
imagined in music – to hear what it might have to say about our current predicament as
humans in a dramatically changing environment.’
It was easy, if unexpected, to hear similar objectives in Davies’s 2014 opera, Between
Worlds, which listened hard to the immediate human fallout from 9/11 and sought to
divine, from the wreckage, certain truths about tragedy’s elevation of human love. The
symphonic work distilled from the opera What Did We See? is more about the life cycle
than about politics or terrorism. Despite its occasional foreboding, it is a work of healing
and reflection in whose moments of repose horns call out into the ether like a callback
from nature itself. Cave (2018), a second opera to a libretto by Nick Drake, proved even
more emotionally close-quartered and notably more dramatically fluid.
Tapping the natural world for technical advice wasn’t so new in Davies’s music: there
are organic patterns working themselves out even in the loose-limbed dances of
neon and salt box (2005). Nature (2012) springs a solo pianist into a chase through
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an instrumental forest, bursting with what Davies has described as the ‘thrilling
mechanisms of nature’. But the natural world’s newly prominent position in the
foreground of her works has also had an effect on their construction from the top down.
Re-greening (2015) was the composer’s first piece after Between Worlds - an explosion
of fertility for conductor-less orchestra in which ideas spread exponentially through a
huge ensemble like a virus.
This less mechanical, more organic and unpredictable method reached a fascinating
new place in Dune of Footprints (2017), which trades taut patterning for a dynamic freeflow in which a rippled, mounded channel alters the velocity and harmonic shape of the
music flowing through it, inducing various transformative states in the process – the
fabled ‘symphonic river’ of Jean Sibelius. It can feel as though Davies has hit upon the
imperfect, unpredictable yet inevitable wonder of natural things invoked by all the freestyling of Re-Greening.
The freer bubbling up of energies is not so much a departure as an extension, with deep
roots in Davies’s ear for colour, lyricism and improvisation, her tendency to establish
discipline before mining freedom from it. That principle yields luminous, beautiful fruits
in her recent ensemble piece Soul Canoe, inspired by the ‘Wuramon’ (or ‘soul canoe’)
of the Asmat tribe of West Papua. It was written during the composer’s residency at
the Concertgebouw in Amsterdam. The four-movement work floats off, courtesy of an
ear-tweaking assembly of instruments that includes wheezing accordion and mourning
flugelhorn. Throughout, the ensemble is stalked by its nonconformist tenth member: an
electric bass guitar.
© 2021 Andrew Mellor
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Programme Notes by Tansy Davies
Dune of Footprints for string orchestra (2017)
During one of many visits to the Cave of Niaux in south western France, I began to focus
(initially for safety) on the cave floor. I became transfixed by the changing structure of
the ripples and mounds of the compressed sand and rock under my feet. I thought
about some of the flows of energy that had shaped the dune I walked on; the natural
force of water over aeons of time, and the rhythm of human footfall over thousands
of years.
Dune of Footprints is a searching journey, through tunnels of slowly shifting harmony.
New spaces are constantly sought or carved out - like water, as it creates a path. Tall
‘galleries’ open up, allowing for moments of equilibrium or stasis. Sudden cascades
dive down into deep darkness, where flinty textures emerge from shadows, then forming
small cells that push to resume the forward motion.
Perhaps human voices can be imagined, emerging from within the body of strings...
calling out into huge dark chambers and listening for a response, or an echo.
Nature (2012)
What is the true nature of the piano in this concerto, who / what is she / he / it?
Possibly a maenad: a wild woman, driven by the desire to connect the earthly and
spiritual realms, led purely by instinct. Without expectations about how to behave, the
maenad simply exists. In contact with her environment, she responds to her desires
according to the logic of her soul, and of the realm she inhabits.
The physicality of the piano is very important, at times becoming an athletic figure,
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running fearlessly through dense forest at night, invoking spirits. Carlos Castaneda in
his writings on shamanism, describes something similar, the Gait of Power:
“The gait of power is for running at night, and it is completely safe. This is the night!
And it is power! At night the world is different. My ability to run in the darkness had
nothing to do with my knowledge of these hills. The key to it is to let one’s personal
power flow out freely, so it could merge with the power of the night. Once that
power takes over, there is no chance for a slip-up.
You have to abandon yourself to the power of the night and trust the little bit of
personal power that you have or you will never be able to move with freedom.
The darkness is encumbering only because you rely on your sight for everything
you do, not knowing that another way to move is to let power be the guide.”Or the
piano becomes an enormous moth, prowling in the undergrowth, at the edge of a
wilderness where man meets Nature or the Supernatural. A powerplace, removed
from the physical world we think we know, where perceptions of reality can shift.
What Did We See? (2018)
What Did We See? is an abstract manifestation of Between Worlds - the opera I created
with Nick Drake. Material from the opera is woven together, repurposed, recreated and
formed into four orchestral movements in a highly charged realisation of the poetic
drama we created in response to the events of 9/11.
Re-greening for large singing orchestra (2015)
Specifically commissioned by National Youth Orchestra of Great Britain for 164 teenage
musicians, to sing and play without conductor, Re-greening is a celebration of youth and
of Spring. The work’s structure loosely follows the Shamanic Wheel of the Year,
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an annual cycle consisting of the year’s most prominent solar events (solstices and
equinoxes) and the midpoints between them.
Like time-lapse photography in a burgeoning forest, tendril-like textures grow quickly into
towers or choruses of colour. Bursts of sound announce each new growth spurt, framing
each cycle as it passes.
Emerging from shadows and punctuated by explosions of growth are two old English
melodies, winding through the textures like a wind through trees.
© 2021 Tansy Davies

Tansy Davies
Tansy Davies (b. 1973) characterises the role of the solo saxophone in her 2004 work,
Iris, as that of ‘a shaman, or one who walks between worlds’, and in doing so she also
describes herself – a musician whose boundary-crossing curiosity makes her one of
the most distinctive voices in British music today. With a background as a horn player,
electric guitarist and vocalist, Davies studied composition with Simon Bainbridge
at the Guildhall School of Music & Drama and with Simon Holt at Royal Holloway.
In 2004, Davies’s neon, a gritty collage of twisted modernist funk written for the
Composers Ensemble, quickly became her calling card and continues to be performed
internationally.
The recipient of a 2009 Paul Hamlyn Award, Davies has written works for numerous
world-class orchestras, including Tilting (2005) for the London Symphony Orchestra and
Wild Card, premiered by the BBC Symphony Orchestra at the 2010 Proms. Her music
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has been championed internationally by ensembles, including The Israel Contemporary
Players, Ensemble Intercontemporain, and the Tokyo Symphony Orchestra, and at
festivals including the Warsaw Autumn, Ultima, and Présences.

new music theatre work, Cave, was premiered by Mark Padmore, Elaine Mitchener, and
the London Sinfonietta. Mitchener and the Sinfonietta went on to premiere The rule is
love, Davies’ 2019 song cycle co-commissioned with the Donaueschinger Musiktage.

Brilliantly imaginative, and often gloriously offbeat, Davies’s work has taken its
inspiration from sources as diverse as the architecture of Zaha Hadid (the 2004
trumpet concerto Spiral House) and the work of Anselm Kiefer (Falling Angel). Davies’s
long fascination with the music of the Troubadours finds expression in her Song of Pure
Nothingness and Troubairitz, the 2010 song cycle for soprano and percussion that gave
its name to a portrait disc on Nonclassical. In 2011, Davies’s anthem Christmas Eve
was performed at the Festival of Nine Lessons and Carols in King’s College, Cambridge
and broadcast worldwide. As With Voices and With Tears – a setting of Walt Whitman
for choir, string orchestra and electronics – was nominated for a 2011 South Bank
Show Sky Arts Award. Davies’s collaboration with Norwegian choreographer Ingun
Bjørnsgaard and composer Rolf Wallin, Omega and the Deer, premiered at the 2011
Oslo International Dance Festival. 2012 saw the premiere of a concerto for piano and
ensemble, Nature, by Huw Watkins and BCMG under Oliver Knussen, as well as the
release of Spine, an all-Davies disc on the NMC label.

Davies has taught at the Royal Academy of Music, London and at the Bloomington
School of Music, Indiana. Recent projects include Soul Canoe, premiered by
Asko|Schönberg Ensemble as part of Davies’ time as Composer-in-Residence at the
Concertgebouw, Amsterdam in 18/19, and Nightingales: Ultra-Deep Field a new work
for the Arditti Quartet that premiered in Berlin in 2020.

Davies’s critically acclaimed first opera Between Worlds – a bold and highly individual
response to the events of 9/11 to a libretto by Nick Drake – was premiered by English
National Opera in 2015 in a production by Deborah Warner. It was later awarded the
2016 British Composer Award for Stage Work. Re-greening for large singing orchestra
was premiered at Snape Maltings, Aldeburgh, by the National Youth Orchestra of Great
Britain, who later performed the work at the 2015 BBC Proms. Forest, a concerto for
four horns and orchestra, co-commissioned by the New York Philharmonic, Philharmonia
Orchestra and the Warsaw Autumn Festival, was premiered in February 2017. In 2018 a
13
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TANSY DAVIES ON NMC
The NMC Songbook NMC D150
Featuring Tansy’s Destroying Beauty
Claire Booth soprano • Andrew Ball piano

The Hoxton 13 NMC D243
Featuring Tansy’s Patterning
Composers Ensemble • Peter Wiegold conductor
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Azalea • Christopher Austin conductor •Concordia
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Huw Watkins piano

Open Score NMC DL228
Featuring Tansy’s Feather and Groove
London Sinfonietta • Gregory Rose conductor

A Countertenor Songbook NMC D243
Featuring Tansy’s Songs of Pure Nothingness
Andrew Watts countertenor • Iain Burnside piano

Live from State of the Nation 2001 NMC D078
Featuring Tansy’s Small Black Stone
London Sinfonietta • Rolf Hind piano
Many Voices NMC DL3036
Featuring Tansy’s Hawk
Hyeyoon Park violin • Benjamin Grosvenor piano
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